In this work method of synthesis of system of automatic correction of program trajectory of motion of multilink manipulator installed on underwater vehicle was discussed. Developed system allows solving problem of fast and high quality performing of underwater manipulation operations with less operator fatigue at underwater vehicle hang mode near object of work even at unintended displacements of underwater vehicle from initial position. Using of synthesized system is assumed with well-known systems of automatic stabilization of underwater vehicle in desirable point of space. Proposed automatic correction provides additional movements of multilink manipulator effector. This correction is based on information about actual angular and linear displacements of underwater vehicle from initial position and information about constantly varied configuration of multilink manipulator. Results of performed mathematical modeling have confirmed high efficiency of synthesized system.
Introduction
Today underwater vehicles (UV) [1, 2] which have multilink manipulators (MM) [3] [4] [5] actively used for research and development of World Ocean. Many complex technological operations are possible to perform at any depth using UV with MM. Tasks of fast and qualitative performance of underwater manipulation operations have greatest relevance in UV hang mode near object of work. Some systems of UV automatic stabilization in hang mode with working manipulator [3, 4] are created today. These systems allow solving problem of fast and high quality performing of manipulation operations with less operator fatigue. Herewith generally, desired trajectory of MM effector motion gets and sets before operating. MM effector should precisely move on specified trajectory after entrance of UV in given point in space with given orientation (possibly in manual mode).
However, working in hang mode UV unplanned displaces from desirable position under influences of sea currents and swell, as well as forces and torques effects from umbilical and working manipulator, even at presence of auto-stabilization systems which have limited accuracy. Displace of UV makes it difficult to automatically performing many manipulative operations. As a result, there arises necessity of using of additional automatic correction of program trajectory of motion of MM effector in process of its movement. Automatic correction should base on information about actual angular and linear displacements of UV from initial position and information about constantly varied MM configuration. Said correction should provide additional moving of MM effector. Herewith information about actual angular and linear displacement of UV obtained from high-precision navigation and gyroscopic systems. Shall assume that UV is equipped with high-accuracy navigation system, which allows to determine position of UV with accuracy of at least 0.01м [7] [8] [9] [10] . Also UV is equipped with onboard gyroscopes which precisely measure angles of roll, pitch and yaw of UV, special system of automatic stabilization of UV in space [3, 4] which provides acceptable compensation of forces and torques effects to UV from working MM by UV propulsion thrusts. It is necessary to synthesize system, which allows to operate MM effector so that it always moving along trajectory continuously calculated in SC ХYZ by formula (1). Wherein said system should automatically determine
) relative to its initial position. In this case, angular and linear UV displacements (in presence of above-mentioned system of UV automatic stabilization) should not exceed certain limits depending on parameters and kinematic scheme of MM. Namely, MM should be able to recoup arising UV displacements during tracking of point on trajectory.
Construction of system of automatic correction of program motion trajectory of MM effector
Shall assume that point C was displaced relatively to origin of SC ХYZ and SC with UV is given by formula:
It needs to be emphasized, that for determining elements of vector t P in expression (2) only matrix (4) can be used. Because any matrix compiled by different sequence of elementary rotations can not be implemented using information from onboard gyroscopes.
After substituting of transposed matrix R in equation (2) we have:
Generalized scheme of developed system of automatic correction of program motion trajectory of MM effector is shown on Fig. 3 . Following notations introduced in Fig. 3 : CS -control system of MM actuators; FPS -unit of forming of MM program signals; CMT -unit of correction of MM motion trajectory; NS -navigation system of UV; H -gyro unit; 
Investigation of synthesized system
We used PUMA MM for investigation of synthesized system. Kinematic scheme of said MM has three degrees of freedom and shown on Fig. 4 . Following notations introduced in fig. 4 Processes of changes of k x (t), k y (t), k z (t) and MM deviation from given trajectory n (t) with using of synthesized system are shown on Fig 5. Also results of modeling (deviation n (t)) without using of synthesized system are shown on Fig 6 . From these figures it can be seen that synthesized CS allows 60 times increase accuracy of movement of underwater MM effector.
Conclusion
In this work method of synthesis of system of automatic correction of program trajectory of motion of MM installed on UV was proposed. Said CS allows performing manipulation operations with high accuracy at UV hang mode near object of work even at unintended displacements of UV from initial position. Using of synthesized system is assumed with systems of automatic stabilization of UV in desirable point of space.
Automatic correction is based on information about actual angular and linear displacements of UV from initial position and information about constantly varied MM configuration. Implementation of synthesized system is not difficult. 
